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A B S T R A C T   

This paper presents a numerical study on cracking of granitic rock by high frequency-high voltage-alternating 
current actuation (HF-HV-AC) of piezoelectric properties of Quartz mineral. For this end, a numerical method 
based on 3D embedded discontinuity finite elements for rock fracture and an explicit time stepping scheme to 
solve the coupled piezoelectro-mechanical problem is developed. Rock heterogeneity and anisotropy are 
accounted for at the mineral mesotructure level. Novel numerical simulations demonstrate that disc-shaped and 
cylindrical granitic rock specimens (with the tensile strength of about 8 MPa) can be cracked by a sinusoidal 
excitation with an amplitude of ~10 kV at a frequency matching one of the resonance frequencies of the 
specimen (e.g. 125 kHz in the present case of 30 mm radius and 10 mm height). The effects of specimen shape 
and electrode locations are tested. Various Quartz grain alignment schemes are tested and even the worst case of 
having a 50%:50% mixture of right- and left-handed Quartz crystals without any preferred orientation show 
stresses of about 1 MPa at the resonance frequency. The simulation results suggest that HF-HV-AC piezoelectric 
excitation of Quartz bearing rocks could be a potential pre-treatment technique in comminution.   

1. Introduction 

Low energy efficiency and excessive tool wear are the major prob-
lems in comminution and excavation of rocks and ores. Indeed, more 
than 50% of the total energy used in mines is consumed in comminution 
processes.1,2 At present, there is an intensive search for new energy 
efficient comminution methods. In particular, the unconventional 
techniques, i.e. nonmechanical or noncontact techniques used either 
alone or as a rock weakening pre-treatment prior to mechanical 
comminution,3,4 have drawn extensive attention lately. These methods 
can mitigate the tool wear, thus enhancing the cost efficiency, and make 
the mechanical breakage itself less energy intensive, thus improving the 
energy efficiency of comminution. 

A category of unconventional comminution methods exploits elec-
tricity to break rock. One successful variety of this approach, called 
Electro Pulse Drilling, is based on the creation of the electric breakdown 
channel between electrodes placed on rock surface.5–7 This method re-
quires, however, very high voltages to reach the electric breakdown 
strength of rock (e.g. 100–150 kV/cm for granite). Moreover, the spec-
imen needs to be immersed in a liquid and the voltage must be raised 
faster than certain threshold in order to enforce the breakdown (plasma) 

channel creation in the rock and not in the liquid. Despite these com-
plications this method has already proven successful both in drilling8 

and comminution (see the webpage of Selfrag AG: www.selfrag.com). 
An alternative approach, which is the topic of the present paper, is to 

actuate the piezoelectric properties of Quartz mineral present in hard 
crystalline rocks, such as quartzite and granite, by an electric pulse. The 
piezoelectric phenomena related to Quartz bearing rocks, illustrated in 
Fig. 1a, has been quite extensively studied experimentally9–12 as to 
whether these rocks show a true piezoelectric effect realized through the 
presence of Quartz texture (systematic alignment of Quartz grains with 
their polar c-axes as shown in Fig. 1b). Yet the conclusions of these 
studies are in disagreement. Parkhomenko1 concluded that Quartz 
bearing rocks do display a texture (e.g. (m⋅3:m)T). However, Tuck 
et al.11 opposed this conclusion and attributed the weak piezoelectric 
effect to statistical effects and to isolated large single/few Quartz grains. 
Notwithstanding, Ghomshei and Templeton12 disagreed and concluded, 
based on their measurements, that piezoelectric fabrics do exist in these 
rocks. In any case, the piezoelectric effect in Quartz bearing rocks, as 
aggregates of different minerals and grains, is at least two orders of 
magnitude weaker than that of a single Quartz crystal.9,10,12 For such a 
crystal, the magnitude of the electric field required to cause 10 MPa of 
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stress, a typical tensile strength of granites, by converse piezoelectric 
effect is (see Fig. 1a) ~550 kV/cm when using a value of 80 GPa for 
Young’s modulus. This value of electric field magnitude clearly exceeds 
the electric breakdown strength of granites mentioned above, which 
means that applying direct current of any magnitude to a granite sample 
would never cause cracks by converse piezoelectric effect but, instead, 
the plasma channel spallation effect would occur. This was numerically 
confirmed by Saksala et al.13 in an axisymmetric finite element study 
where a direct voltage loading of 500 kV was required to induce cracks 
granitic rock by piezoelectric effect. Therefore, exploiting the piezo-
electric phenomena of Quartz as an unconventional pre-treatment in 
comminution seems, a priori, impossible. 

Nevertheless, if, instead of direct current (DC), alternating current 
(AC) of extremely high frequency (HF) and moderately high voltage 
(HV) is applied, it may be possible to locally actuate the Quartz grains to 
reach the tensile strength of the material. This is the working hypothesis 
of the present paper. This is an uncharted territory of research, as there 
seems to be no previous studies on this specific topic of HV-HF-AC 
actuation of Quartz bearing rocks. The closest related work appears to 
be the above mentioned 2D axisymmetric study by Saksala et al.,13 

which only considers DC excitation. Moreover, there is an ongoing 
research project at Sintef, Norway, called NOVOCK, where the effects of 
AC pre-treatment on granite are studied. However, the frequencies 
applied therein are two orders of the magnitude lower than those tested 
in the present study, and the project has not produced publications yet 
(personal communication with Dr. Alexandre Kane, Sintef). As the pre-
sent work is somewhat theoretical in nature, practical issues related to 
the implementation of such a method are put aside at this preliminary 
stage. 

The hypothesis is numerically tested. For this end, a finite elements 
numerical code to solve the underlying piezoelectro-mechanical prob-
lem is developed. The rock is modelled as heterogeneous, anisotropic 
linear elastic material up to fracture in mode I upon which, an embedded 
discontinuity is introduced to simulate the fracture process. 

2. Theory of the numerical method 

The theory of the numerical modelling, including the constitutive 
model for the rock and the time stepping method to solve the global 
finite element discretized piezoelectro-mechanical problem is presented 
here. The rock fracture model based on embedded discontinuity finite 
element method is also presented for the convenience of the reader. The 
kinematics of a strong discontinuity are presented only to the extent 
required in the finite element implementation. For a more detailed 
treatment, the reader is referred to original publications.14–17 The strong 
form of the governing equations of piezoelectro-mechanical problem are 
given in Appendix A. 

2.1. Discontinuity plane in a finite element discretized piezoelectric 
material 

Consider a body Ω ∈ R3, made of piezoelectric material, discretized 
with 4-node tetrahedral elements under electric field E. Let the body also 
be split into two disjoint parts by a displacement discontinuity, i.e. a 
crack, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Displacement discontinuity Γd is defined 
by the normal nd and tangent vectors m1, m2. As the 4-node element 
results in constant strain field, the displacement jump over the discon-
tinuity plane is also assumed elementwise constant. On one hand this 
assumption considerably simplifies the finite element implementation of 
the embedded discontinuity kinematics. On the other hand, it makes the 
element incapable of describing certain failure modes and may lead to 
locking (spurious stress transfer over the crack) and spreading problems 
(i.e. the crack dispersion over a wide zone). While these problems can be 
alleviated by various techniques, such as rotating crack concepts and 
multiple intersecting cracks,18,19 they do not realize in the present study 
as the focus is on the cracking events themselves (crack locations and 
orientations), not on the final failure modes of the specimen since the 
piezoelectric actuation is rather meant to be a pre-treatment technique 
than a comminution method. It should be noted that the locking prob-
lems appear at later stages of the failure process as, e.g. when the 
specimen fails by splitting in two rotating pieces.18,19 

With infinitesimal deformation, justified by brittle nature of rock 
fracture, the displacement and the strain fields can be written as 

u(x)=Ni(x)ue
i + MΓd (x)αd with  MΓd (x) = HΓd (x) − ϕΓd

(x) (1)  

ε(x)=
(
∇Ni ⊗ ue

i

)sym
− d ⋅∇Niφe

i −
(
∇ϕΓd

⊗ αd
)sym

+ δΓd (n ⊗ αd)
sym (2)  

where αd is the displacement jump, and Ni and ue
i are the standard 

interpolation functions for the linear tetrahedron and nodal displace-
ments (i = 1,..,4 with summation on repeated indices), respectively. The 
Voigt notation of the third order tensor of piezoelectric coefficients, d, 
can be read in Fig. 2a (i.e. the entries of the table are the entries of 
d when presented as a 6 × 3 matrix). Moreover, φe

i is the nodal value of 
electric potential while HΓd and δΓd denote the Heaviside function and its 
gradient, the Dirac delta function. It should be noted that as the 
displacement jump is assumed elementwise constant, ∇αd ≡ 0, (2) fol-
lows from (1) after taking the gradient and adding the piezoelectric 
strain. Moreover, the term containing the Dirac’s delta function, 
δΓd (n ⊗ αd)

sym, in (2), is non-zero only when x ∈ Γd. As this term is zero 
at the element nodes, it can be neglected at the global level when solving 
the discretized equations of motion. 

Function MΓd in (1) confines the effect of αd inside the corresponding 
finite element, i.e. αd ≡ 0 outside that element. This construction fa-
cilitates the implementation as there is no need for special treatment of 
the essential boundary conditions. Function ϕΓd 

appearing in MΓd is 
chosen from among the possible combinations of the nodal interpolation 

Fig. 1. Direct and converse piezoelectric effects for single α-Quartz crystal and the piezo electric coefficients (d11 = 2.27 and d14 = − 0.67 pC/N) (a), and Quartz 
grains with clear texture and without texture (random polar c-axis orientations) (b). 
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functions, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, so that its gradient is as parallel as 
possible to the crack normal nd: 

∇ϕΓd
= arg

(

max
k=1,2,3

⃒
⃒
∑k

i=1∇Ni⋅nd
⃒
⃒

∑k
i=1∇Ni

)

(3) 

The finite element formulation, i.e. the weak or variational form, of 
the embedded discontinuity theory is based on the enhanced assumed 
strains concept (EAS). Following Mosler,18 the variation of the enhanced 
part of the strain in (2), i.e. the second and the third terms, is constructed 
in the strain space orthogonal to the stress field. Then, applying the 
L2-orthogonality condition with a special Petrov-Galerkin formulation 
gives the following expression for the weak form of the traction balance: 
∫

Ωe

δε= : σdΩ = 0, δε= = −
1
Ve
(βd⋅nd)

sym
+

1
Ad

(βd⋅nd)
symδΓd

⇒
1
Ve

∫

Ωe\Γd

σ⋅nddΩ −
1

Ad

∫

Γd

tΓd dΓd = 0
(4)  

where βd is an arbitrary variation of the displacement jump, σ is the 
stress tensor, tΓd is the traction vector, Ve is the volume of the element, 
and Ad is the area of the discontinuity Γd. For linear tetrahedron, the 
integrands in (4) are constants, which means that the weak traction 
continuity reduces to the strong (local) form of traction continuity. The 
final spatially discretized form of the problem can be written as 
follows18,21–23: 
∫

Ωe

ρNiNjüjdΩ+

∫

Ωe

σ⋅∇NidΩ −

∫

Γσ

Ni t̂dΓ = 0, (5)  

∫

Ωe

∇Nie∇NjujdΩ+

∫

Ωe

∇Niε∇NjφjdΩ =

∫

Ωe

NiϱdΩ,  i, j = 1...Nnodes (6)  

φd
(
tΓd

)
= 0, tΓd = σ⋅nd  (for  elements  with  crack) (7)  

σ =Ce :
(

ε̂ −
(
∇ϕΓd

⊗ αd
)sym

− d ⋅ E
)
, (8)  

where üj is the acceleration vector, e = d⋅Ce with Ce being the elasticity 
tensor, ε is the dielectric constants tensor, Nnodes is the number of nodes 
in the mesh, and Ni is the interpolation function of node i. In addition, ̂t 
is the traction defined on the part of boundary, Γσ, i.e. a traction 
boundary condition, while ϱ is the electric charge. Eq. (5) is the dis-
cretized form of the balance of linear momentum (Eq. (A1)), Further-
more, Eq. (6) is the discretized form of piezoelectro-static balance (Eq. 
(A2)), and Eq. (7), with φd being the loading function, defines the elastic 
zone of stresses. Finally, Eq. (8) is the constitutive equation with ε̂ =

(∇Ni ⊗ ue
i )

sym and E = − ∇Niφe
i is the electric field. 

This EAS based formulation results in a simple implementation 
without the need to know explicitly neither the exact position of the 

discontinuity within the element nor its area. Only its relative position 
with respect to the element nodes is required for the calculation of the 
ramp function ϕΓd

. 

2.2. Plasticity inspired traction-separation model for solving the crack 
opening vector 

The formal similarity of the mechanical part of the problem defined 
in Equations (5) and (7) to the plasticity theory enables the problem of 
solving the irreversible crack opening increment and the evolution 
equations to be recast in the computational plasticity format.18 The 
classical elastic predictor-plastic corrector split is then employed here. 
The relevant model components, i.e. the loading function, softening 
rules and evolution laws are defined as 

φd

(

tΓd , κd, κ̇d

)

= nd ⋅ tΓd + β
(
∂
(
m1⋅tΓd

)2
+
(
m2⋅tΓd

)2)1/2

−

(

σt + qd

(

κd, κ̇d

))

(9)  

qd = hdκd + sdκ̇d, hd = − gdσt exp(− gdκd), gd =
σt

GIc
(10)  

ṫΓd = − Ce :

(

∇ϕ⊗ α̇d

)

⋅nd (11)  

α̇d = λ̇d
∂φd

∂tΓd

, κ̇d = − λ̇d
∂φd

∂qd
(12)  

λ̇d ≥ 0, φd ≤ 0, λ̇dφd = 0 (13)  

where κd, κ̇d are the internal variable and its rate related to the softening 
law qd for the discontinuity, and σt is the tensile strength while sd is the 
viscosity modulus in tension. The exponential softening law in (10) is 
calibrated by the mode I fracture energy GIc, while parameter hd is the 
softening modulus and parameter gd controls the initial slope of the 
softening curve. Moreover, λ̇d is crack opening increment. The evolution 
laws (12) have their equivalent counterparts in the plasticity theory. It 
should also be noticed that the loading function (9) has a shear term 
multiplied with the shear parameter β (= 1 in this study). equation (13) 
are the Kuhn-Tucker conditions imposing the consistency, which also 
enables the usage of standard stress return mapping methods of 
computational plasticity in solving the problem defined by Equations 
9–13, see Saksala.24 It should be noted that during the local, material 
point level stress return mapping, the piezoelectric strain is constant. 

A discontinuity (crack) is introduced in an element when the first 
principal stress exceeds the tensile strength of the material. The crack 
normal is parallel to the first principal direction, and once introduced, 
the crack orientation is kept fixed. 

Fig. 2. 4-node tetrahedron with a discontinuity plane (a), and the possible positions (with the same normal vector n) of a discontinuity that determine the value of 
function ϕ20 (b). 
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2.3. Global solution of the piezoeletro-mechanical problem 

The matrix format of equations (5) and (6), governing the 
piezoelectro-mechanical problem, is 

Müt +Cu̇t + f int
t (ut,φt) = fext

t (14)  

Kφuut +Kφφt = fφ
t , with (15)  

M=ANel
e=1

∫

Ωe

Ne,T
u Ne

udΩ, C = αM, (16)  

f int
t =ANel

e=1

∫

Ωe

Be,T
u σ(ut,φt)dΩ,  fext

t = ANel
e=1

∫

Γσ

Ne,T
u t̂dΓ, (17)  

Kuφ =ANel
e=1

∫

Ωe

Be,T
u eBe

φdΩ, Kφu = KT
uφ, (18)  

Kφ =ANel
e=1

∫

Ωe

Be,T
φ εBe

φdΩ, fφ
t = ANel

e=1

∫

Ωe

ϱNe,T
φ dΩ (19)  

where t is time, A is the finite element assembly operator, Be
φ (E = Be

φφe) 
is the gradient of the electric potential interpolation matrix Ne

φ, (anal-
ogously to Be

u which is the gradient of displacement interpolation matrix 
Ne

u), M is the (lumped) mass matrix, and C is the damping matrix with a 
constant α. The solution of this problem with an electric potential 
boundary condition (the HV-HF-AC voltage) with an explicit time inte-
grator is given as a flow chart in Fig. 3. The explicit time stepping 
method is dictated by the extremely high frequency, necessitating an 
extremely short time step, of the AC voltage to be used in the simula-
tions. This method is a (globally) non-iterative staggered (partitioned) 
solution method.22 

In Fig. 3, φtrial
d and σtrial

1 mean the values of the loading function and 
the first principal stress evaluated for the trial stress. Moreover, the 
asterisk * means that the stress state is elastic, and no stress return 
mapping is needed. 

2.4. Rock anisotropy and heterogeneity description 

A general granitic rock is modelled here. The numerical rock, con-
sisting of α-Quartz (33%), Feldspar (59%) and Biotite (8%), is described 

as heterogeneous anisotropic linear (up to fracture) elastic material. The 
usual assumptions of homogenization and isotropy are not appropriate 
in the present scale of study, as all these minerals are genuinely aniso-
tropic and only Quartz show piezoelectric effects. The crystal systems for 
these minerals are trigonal (α-Quartz), triclinic (Plagioclase Feldspar) 
and monoclinic (Biotite).25–28 However, Biotite is considered here as 
pseudo-hexagonal and the hexagonal values measured by Alexandrov 
and Ryzhov25 are used. The corresponding elasticity matrices are28: 

Cq
e =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

C11
C12
C13
C14
0
0

C12
C11
C11
− C14
0
0

C13
C13
C33
0
0
0

C14
− C14
0
C44
0
0

0
0
0
0
C44
C14

0

0

0

0

C14

1
2

(

C11 − C12

)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(20)  

Cpf
e =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16

C12
C22
C23
C24
C25
C26

C13
C23
C33
C34
C35
C36

C14
C24
C34
C44
C45
C46

C15
C25
C35
C45
C55
C56

C16
C26
C36
C46
C56
C66

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,Cb
e=

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

C11
C12
C13
0
0
0

C12
C11
C13
0
0
0

C13
C13
C33
0
0
0

0
0
0
C44
0
0

0
0
0
0
C44
0

0

0

0

0

0
1
2

(

C11 − C12

)

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(21) 

The entries of these matrices are given in the next Section. The elastic 
constants are given in the mineral crystal coordinates. In order to 
transfer them, especially those of Quartz, to the rock sample coordinate 
system, i.e. the global coordinates (XYZ) of the model, the following 
formulae are used for elasticity and piezoelectricity matrices, 
respectively: 

CXYZ
e =TσCeTT

σ , dXYZ
q = ΩdqT− 1

σ (22)  

where Tσ is the 6 × 6 coordinate transformation matrix (for stress vector 
in Voigt notation) consisting of the products of the entries of Ω, which is 
the 3 × 3 direction cosine matrix of the angles between the original and 
new coordinate axes.28 

The rock heterogeneity is described by random clusters of finite 

Fig. 3. The flow of the solution process.  
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elements assigned with the material properties of the constituent min-
erals. More precisely, an array with the length of the number of elements 
in the mesh is first initialized and filled with integers from 1 to 3, cor-
responding to the percentage of the constituent minerals in the numer-
ical rock. Then, random permutation is performed on this array. Now, as 
each entry of this permutated array implicitly corresponds to a global 
number of a finite element in the mesh, a spatially mesoscopic 
description of heterogeneity results. 

3. Numerical examples 

Simulations are carried out in this section. First, however, the ma-
terial and model parameters used in the simulations are specified. The 
purpose is to mimic granitic rock like behavior in general, not any 
natural granite. Then, the boundary conditions and the finite element 
model are explained. Finally, the numerical simulations testing various 
design parameters are presented. Uniaxial tension test is also performed 
to demonstrate that the present model captures the salient features of 
rock under mechanical loading. The numerical simulations are carried 
out with a self-written Matlab code. 

3.1. Boundary conditions and material and model parameters for 
simulations 

The elasticity constants for matrices (21) and (22) are given in 
Table 1. 

The piezoelectric constants for Quartz in the mineral coordinate 
system are given in the caption of Fig. 1. Moreover, the constituent 
minerals are assumed to be dielectrically isotropic, meaning that the 
dielectric tensor simplifies to a diagonal matrix in the Voigt notation, i.e. 
ε ¼ εI with ε and I being, respectively, the dielectric constant and the 
identity matrix. Furthermore, the dielectric and piezoelectric (for 
Quartz) constants are independent of the frequency of the loading 
voltage. Under these assumptions, the rest of material and model pa-
rameters are given in Table 2. 

The viscoplastic modulus, sd, is set, on one hand, small enough not to 
cause any strain rate hardening effect and, on the other hand, high 
enough to guarantee robust stress integration of the problem in Equa-
tions 9–13 (for more details see Saksala et al.21). 

At this preliminary theoretical level of study, only single geometry 
type of a disc with radius R = 30 mm and hight H = 10 mm is used in the 
simulations, if not otherwise explicitly stated. The boundary conditions, 
the mesh and the rock mineral structure, used in the simulations if not 
otherwise informed, are shown in Fig. 4. In this reference case, the 
mineral coordinate systems are assumed to coincide with the global 
model coordinate axes so that, e.g. for Quartz the crystal c-axis and a- 
axis (see Fig. 1) are, respectively, parallel to z-axis and x-axis in Fig. 4a. 

As indicated in Fig. 4c, a sinusoidal AC pulse, with amplitude φ0 and 
frequency f, is applied at the top surface of the disc. Moreover, perfect 

electric insulation is assumed at the parts of the rock in contact with the 
surrounding medium, which is not modelled here. It should be noted 
that the setup is designed to facilitate the potential experimental vali-
dation of the present simulations. As the dielectric strength of air is 3 
kV/mm, the voltage required to reach the electric breakdown in case Rφ 
= R is 30 kV when H = 10 mm. The simulations are carried out below 
this voltage and Rφ = 0.75R is applied in most of the simulations to 
provide additional reserve against electric breakdown of the surround-
ing medium. It could also be possible to immerse the setup in a dielectric 
fluid if necessary. 

Concerning the laboratory implementation of the setup in Fig. 4c, it 
should be possible, with the present technology going back to Nikola 
Tesla,30 to generate AC pulses with voltages of ~10 kV and frequencies 
of ~100 kHz31 that are used in the simulations below. It his regard, the 
validation of the present hypothesis is feasible. Further elaboration on 
this topic is, however, beyond the scope of the present paper. 

Finally, the issue of modelling high frequency loadings with FEM is 
addressed. The frequency of electric voltage loading is ~100 kHz in the 
present simulations. In order to reliably describe the related mechanical 
phenomena, the mesh should be dense enough. The maximum element 
size length of the mesh in Fig. 4a is 1 mm, which results in the highest 
natural frequency of ~4 MHz. This is some 40 times higher than the 
frequency used in the simulations. This issue is elaborated further in 
Appendix B, which shows, using a 5-element model under forced vi-
bration, that even if the excitation frequency is 10% of the maximum 
natural frequency of the mesh, the model prediction is still acceptable 
for the purpose of engineering concept demonstration. As the present 
simulations are performed with frequencies lower than 10% of the 
maximum natural frequency of the mesh, they are thus reliable in this 
sense. 

3.2. Uniaxial tension test 

Before the piezoelectric simulations, it is instructive to demonstrate 
how this anisotropic and heterogenous description of rock perform 
under uniaxial tension test. It assumed that the all the minerals are 
aligned with the global model coordinate axes so that the elasticity 
matrices in Eqs (20) and (21) can be used. The simulation results at the 
loading rate of 0.1 s− 1 are shown in Fig. 5. 

Due to the heterogeneity of the numerical rock, cracks, with the 
normal parallel to the loading axis, have initiated all over the sample 
volume. However, only a part of them open enough so as to localize into 
a final failure plane in Fig. 5c, where the predicted failure mode is the 
experimental transversal splitting. Moreover, the heterogeneity triggers, 
through isolated failure events, a clear pre-peak nonlinearity (Fig. 5e) 
before reaching the peak stress of 8.2 MPa. The tensile strength of the 
specimen is thus slightly lower than the theoretical upper limit of 8.6 
MPa calculated by the general (Voigt) rule of mixtures, i. 
e.σavg = σqfq + σf ff + σbfb32 where σi and fi are the tensile strength and 
the fraction of the constituent mineral in the rock. This predicted direct 
tensile strength is close to that of Bohus granite (8 MPa), which has a 
mineral composition similar to the present numerical rock.33 Unfortu-
nately, the authors did not publish neither the stress-strain curves nor 
the failure modes. However, Neuhauser granite with a direct tensile 
strength of 8–10 MPa attest a clear pre-peak nonlinearity.34 The 

Table 1 
Elasticity constants for rock minerals in GPa.  

Mineral Elastic constant 

Quartz27 C11 C33 C44 C12 C13 C14  

87.3 105.8 57.2 6.6 12.0 − 17.2 
Biotite25 C11 C33 C44 C12 C13   

186.0 54.0 5.8 32.4 11.6  
Feldspara 26 C11 C22 C33 C44 C55 C66  

104.8 190.1 169.3 23.6 32.5 35.6  
C12 C13 C23 C15 C25 C35  

50.2 42.2 18.6 1.125 − 0.99 4.14  
C46 C14 C16 C24 C26 C34  

− 2.6 7.34 − 4.3 − 1.5 − 4.6 − 0.34  
C36 C45 C56     

− 5.2 − 0.14 2.6     

a These values are averages measured from 8 specimen. 

Table 2 
Material and model parameters.28,29  

Parameter Quartz Feldspar Biotite 

% 33 59 8 
ρ [kg/m3] 2650 2620 3050 
sd [MPas/m] 0.001 0.001 0.001 
σt [MPa] 10 8 7 
GIc [J/m2] 40 40 28 
ε [F/m] 4.5ε0 6.3ε0 7.75ε0 

ε0 = 8.854E-12 F/m. 
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predicted post-peak exponential softening response is due the typical 
(for rocks and concrete) exponential softening law in Equation (10). It 
should be noted that experimental direct tension test results on brittle 
rocks seldom include the post-peak part of the curve due to its cata-
strophic nature, while the test results on concrete usually have it, see e.g. 
Ren et al.35 In any case, it can be concluded that the present model can 
predict the important features of rock under uniaxial tension. 

3.3. Piezoelectric actuation of rock: direct current voltage 

The first piezoelectric actuation simulation concerns using direct 
current (DC). As already discussed in Introduction above, an electric 
field of 550 kV/cm is theoretically required to cause 10 MPa stress in a 
pure Quartz crystal, thus rendering the piezoelectric actuation of Quartz 
in a rock sample unfeasible as a pre-treatment technique. It is, never-
theless, insightful to run a simulation for this case also before the AC 
actuation. Fig. 6 presents the simulation results for the setup in Fig. 4a–f 

Fig. 4. Finite element mesh with 233066 tetrahedrons (a), rock mineral mesostructure (1 = Quartz, 2 = Feldspar, 3 = Biotite) (b), and principle of HV-HF-AC 
actuation of rock sample (c). 

Fig. 5. Simulation results for uniaxial tension: Mesh consisting of 206617 tetrahedrons (a), rock mineral mesostructure (1 = Quartz, 2 = Feldspar, 3 = Biotite) (b), 
final failure mode in terms of crack opening magnitude (c), crack normal orientations (with every 100th crack plotted for clarity) (d), and stress-strain curve (e). 
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for piezoelectric actuation (500 kV DC voltage): Normalized potential field (voltage) (a), magnitude of electric field (b) in half-model, the 
first principal stress in elements (c), crack opening magnitude (d), crack normal orientations (with every 2nd crack plotted for clarity) (e) and a detail (f) when Quartz 
grains align with XYZ-coordinates, and the first principal stress in elements (g), and crack opening magnitude (h) when Quartz grains are randomly (Euler) rotated. 

Fig. 7. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (Ref case with φ0 = 25 kV, f = 125 kHz): Stress component fields at the crest of 61st cycle (a), crack opening 
magnitude (b), and crack normal orientations (with every 20th crack plotted) (c) at the end of simulation. 
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with φ = 500 kV (AC) and a duration of 1 ms. Moreover, Fig. 6g and f 
shows the simulation results for the first principal stress and the crack 
opening magnitude when the coordinate transformation (22) is per-
formed for Quartz grains using uniformly, between [− π/2,π/2], 
distributed Euler angles. In this case, the rotation matrix Ω ¼
Ω1(ϕ)Ω2(θ)Ω3(ψ) where the three rotation matrices Ωi performs the 
Euler rotation indicated by their arguments.28 

The (steady) magnitude of the electric field, E, (Fig. 6b), being a 
gradient of the potential φ (Fig. 6a) show peak values at the circular 
edge (Rφ = 0.75R) of the constant potential boundary condition. These 
peak values lead, via the converse piezoelectric effect, to the first prin-
cipal stress field (Fig. 6c), which exceeds the tensile strength of the rock 
minerals. The violation of the Rankine criterion results in mode I crack 
initiation (Fig. 6e and f) in the circular area with high electric field 
magnitude. These cracks do not open significantly as all the elements 
have more than 90% of their tensile strength preserved after the simu-
lation (i.e. qd in Eq. (10) is greater than − 1 MPa). 

When the Quartz grains are randomly Euler rotated using a uniform 
distribution of Euler angles (ranging from − π/2 to π/2), cracks are, in 
contrast to the non-rotated case, induced also inside the area of the 
constant electric potential boundary condition (Fig. 6h). A glance at 
Fig. 1a reveals the reason for this effect: the piezoelectric effects in a 
Quartz crystal do not appear in the polar c-axis which is also the global z- 
coordinate direction when the grains are not rotated in the present 
setting. Now, inside the area of the constant voltage boundary condition, 
the potential φ varies only in z-direction (Fig. 6a), which means that the 
electric field is nonzero only in z-direction, but this results in zero strain 
and stress in z-direction. When the Quartz grains are rotated, this is not 
the case anymore – hence the nonzero crack opening magnitude inside 
the area of the constant potential boundary condition in Fig. 6h. It 
should be emphasized that, strictly speaking, this reasoning is fully valid 
only at the beginning of the analysis when the mechanical displacements 
are still zero; later on, mechanical displacements appear causing stresses 
everywhere in the sample due to piezoelectric coupling terms in Eqs. 
(14) and (15) and the stress wave propagation inside the sample caused 

by the instantaneous application of the voltage boundary condition. This 
can be observed in Fig. 6c as nonzero principal stresses inside the area of 
the constant potential boundary condition. Nevertheless, these stresses 
are not quite high enough to induce cracks. 

3.4. Piezoelectric actuation of rock with AC pulsing: effects of frequency 
and amplitude 

The first simulation with the AC loading is carried out with the 
setting in Fig. 4, i.e. the Ref. case. Moreover, the loading amplitude is φ0 
= 25 kV, and frequency is set to f = 125 kHz. Fig. 7 shows the simula-
tions results after 500 cycles, corresponding to a duration of 4 ms, and 
snapshots of stress components at the crest of the 61st cycle (i.e. one 
crest and through of a sinusoidal wave). There is no need to show any 
more plots for the electric potential and the electric field as they vary 
between the two extremes ones, the first of which is shown in Fig. 6a and 
b. The second is similar but with negated colours since the voltage is 
negative at the through. 

The results in Fig. 7a demonstrate that the stress components, except 
σz, reach 7 MPa, and the first principal stress exceeds the tensile strength 
of the minerals at this specific frequency when using alternating current. 
A noteworthy fact is that the voltage here is 20 times smaller than that 
when using direct current above. The crack pattern in Fig. 7c is inter-
esting: most of the cracks are located at the opposite ends of the diameter 
drawn along the x-axis. These cracks are parallel to y-axis and their 
opening localizes to some extent (Fig. 7b). The explanation of this 
indeed an intriguing finding is probably that the frequency of the 
piezoelectric excitation matches one the resonance natural frequencies 
of the disc-shaped numerical rock sample. It should be mentioned that 
the frequency, 125 kHz, was found by trial and error. However, natural 
frequencies of the numerical rock sample closest to 125 kHz were 
124.65 kHz and 125.13 kHz solved by the Matlab eigs-function. More-
over, it is a relatively narrow band of frequencies that lead to stresses 
exceeding the tensile strength of the rock minerals – a characteristic of 
the resonance phenomenon. When the frequency was 5 kHz higher or 

Fig. 8. Deformed mesh with f = 125 kHz (10000-fold magnification) (a), the first principal stress with f = 130 kHz (b) and f = 115 kHz (c) at the crest of 61st cycle.  

Fig. 9. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (Ref case with φ0 = 10 kV, f = 125 kHz): Crack opening magnitude (a), and crack normal orientations (with 
every 4th crack plotted) (b) at the end of simulation. 
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Fig. 10. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (effects of mineral mesostructure and composition ratio): Mesostructure2 and the crack opening magnitude 
distribution (a); Mesostructure3 and the crack opening magnitude distribution (b); Mesostructure with mineral composition (50,42,8) % and the first principal stress 
at the crest of 61st cycle (c); Mesostructure with mineral composition (10,82,8) % and the first principal stress at the crest of 61st cycle (d); Crack opening magnitude 
distribution and the crack normal orientations for the mesostructure with composition (50,42,8) % with modified excitation parameters (φ0 = 35 kV, f = 100 
kHz) (e). 

Fig. 11. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (Ref case with Rφ = 0.5R): Magnitude of electric field (a), crack opening magnitude (b), and crack normal 
orientations (with every 4th crack plotted) (c). 
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Fig. 12. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (R = 20 mm): Mesh consisting of 102620 tetrahedrons (a), rock mineral mesostructure (b), crack opening 
magnitude with f = 200 kHz (c), f = 305 kHz (d), and crack normal orientations (with every 2nd crack plotted) with f = 200 kHz (e), f = 305 kHz (f). 

Fig. 13. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (Specimen in Fig. 5 with φ0 = 15 kV, f = 305 kHz): Magnitude of electric field at the crest 61st of cycle (a), 
stress component fields (b), crack opening magnitude (c), and crack normal orientations (with every 5th crack plotted) (d) at the end of simulation. 
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10 kHz lower than 125 kHz, the first principal stresses were already 
about four times smaller than those at 125 kHz, as shown in Fig. 8b and 
c, and did not cause any cracking. 

Fig. 8a shows the (highly magnified) deformed shape of the mesh 
corresponding to the stress components in Fig. 7a. It has some charac-
teristics of an eigenmode, such as nearly symmetric “bubble” 
deformations. 

A lower amplitude of 10 kV is tested to find out what is the minimum 
voltage to induce cracks in this rock sample at this frequency. The lower 
pulse amplitude, 10 kV, is enough to induce cracks in this particular 
case. However, the number of cracks and their opening are very modest 
as shown in Fig. 9. 

3.5. Piezoelectric actuation of rock with AC pulsing: effects of 
mesostructure and Quartz content 

The effects of the rock mineral mesostructure and the Quartz content 
are tested here. Fig. 10 shows some relevant simulation results for two 
additional mesostructures (with the original composition ratio) and two 
extreme composition ratios with respect to Quartz content, i.e. (10,82,8) 
% and (50,42,8) % of Quartz, Feldspar and Biotite, respectively. 

The mineral mesostructure influences the details of the final crack 

opening pattern, as can be observed by comparing Figs. 7b to 10a and b. 
All these patterns share as a one common feature the crack opening 
localization patterns at around y = 0 and both ends of the disc diameter 
in x-direction. The star-shaped pattern, displayed by Mesostructure2 
(Fig. 10a) in the non-cracked area, is particularly interesting. As to the 
mineral composition ratio, it has a substantial effect on the piezoelectric 
cracking. Indeed, as attested in Fig. 10c and d, the extreme compositions 
with respect to Quartz content weaken the piezoelectric effect so that 
there is no cracking as the first principal stress in both cases was about 3 
MPa. However, by adjusting the frequency and increasing slightly the 
voltage the cracking can be recovered, as shown in Fig. 10e for the case 
with 50% of Quartz (the maximum Quartz content in granite). 

3.6. Piezoelectric actuation of rock with AC pulsing: effects of sample 
shape and positive electrode size and location 

The effects of changing the positive electrode radius and sample 
shape are tested. Altering the electrode size requires no additional 
changes while changing the sample radius requires a new finite element 
mesh and mesostructure. All other parameters, including the average 
element side length of 1 mm, are kept as they were above (φ0 = 25 kV, f 
= 125 kHz). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. 

Fig. 14. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (effect of Quartz grain alignment with random Euler angles): Stress component fields at the crest of 61st 
cycle when φ0 = 25 kV (a); crack opening magnitude (b), and crack normal orientations (with every 5th crack plotted) when φ0 = 50 kV (c). 

Fig. 15. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (effect of Quartz grain alignment with random rotation about x-axis, φ0 = 25 kV): Crack opening magnitude 
(a), and crack normal orientations (with every 2nd crack plotted) (b). 
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The smaller positive electrode area (Rφ = 0.5R) leads, other pa-
rameters being unaltered, to a significantly smaller number of cracks, 
which barely open (see Fig. 11b). More precisely, all the elements with a 
crack have at least 99% of their tensile strength unsoftened. 

With the smaller disc radius of 20 mm, 125 kHz is not a resonance 
frequency of the sample, i.e. no cracks were induced. Therefore, other 
frequencies were searched and two found. Fig. 12 shows the results with 
f = 200 kHz and f = 305 kHz both of which are resonance frequencies, 
albeit with different crack patterns. In any case, this result is an 
encouraging one with respect to using the HV-HF-AC piezoelectric 
excitation as a pre-treatment technique in comminution: For a given 
rock sample, there are more than one frequency, which induce cracks 
with their distinct locations and orientation trends. 

Final test here involves specimen shape. The above tests were per-
formed on disc-shaped (flat cylinder) geometry only. Therefore, it is 
interesting to test cylindrical geometry. For this end, the numerical rock 
sample in Fig. 5 is tested here. The configuration of the electrodes in 
Fig. 4c was not successful here at the present level of voltages (~10 kV). 
However, another configuration of wrapping the positive electrode 
around the specimen while leaving 10 mm wide area of free surface at 
the top and bottom sides is tested. The ground electrodes (zero potential 
boundary condition) is set on the top and bottom of the cylinder. Fig. 13 
show the simulation results with φ0 = 15 kV, f = 305 kHz (found by trial 
and error). 

The cylindrical rock sample has undergone excessive cracking during 
500 cycles of AC pulsing with 15 kV of amplitude at 305 kHz of fre-
quency. Due to the different location of the positive electrode (see 
Fig. 13a), the stress component in z-direction show, in contrast to the 
previous simulations, highest (and lowest) values (Fig. 13b). This 
simulation thus demonstrates that different specimen geometries can be 
cracked by properly located electrodes and by finding the resonance 
frequency. 

3.7. Piezoelectric actuation of rock with AC pulsing: effects of Quartz 
grain alignment and mixture of right-handed and left-handed crystals 

The above simulations were carried out with a somewhat unrealistic 
assumption of Quartz crystals being perfectly aligned (see Fig. 4) so that, 
for each grain (finite element) c-axis coincides with the global z-axis of 
modelling. To get a more realistic picture of piezoelectric effect in the 
present setting, different Quartz grain orientations are tested here 
applying Eq. (22). The case in Fig. 4 is applied with φ0 = 25 kV, f = 125 
kHz. First, the Quartz grain orientations are assumed uniformly 

distributed to all directions, i.e. the same random Euler angle (ranging 
uniformly from − π/2 to π/2) rotation as in Section 3.3 is applied. Fig. 14 
shows the predicted stress components at the crest of the 61st cycle. 

The magnitude of the stress components is substantially lower here 
(hardly reaching 5 MPa) than those in the case with the Quartz grains 
perfectly aligned (Fig. 7a). Consequently, no cracks were induced. This 
situation did not change upon generating new mesotructures or random 
Euler angle orientations of the Quartz grains at this amplitude (25 kV) of 
excitation. Doubling the amplitude to 50 kV generate cracks, as shown in 
Fig. 14b and c. However, increasing the voltage to such amplitude is not 
desirable as it renders the rock sample vulnerable to electric breakdown 
as discussed in Introduction above. 

Another scheme of rotating the Quartz grains is tested. According to 
Parkhomenko,9 piezoelectric effect in Quartz bearing rocks may also 
arise when the optical axes of Quartz grains (c-axis in Fig. 1) are 
randomly distributed in a common plane, while the electrical axis 
(a-axis in Fig. 1) coincides with the normal of this plane. This texture is 
tested by rotating Quartz grain principal axes (Fig. 1) about the x/a-axis. 
Uniform distribution of angles ranging from − π/2 to π/2 is applied. The 
simulation results for the reference case in Fig. 4, with φ0 = 25 kV, and f 
= 125 kHz, are shown in Fig. 15. 

This texture clearly exhibits stronger piezoelectric effect (within the 
present sense of HV-HF-AC excitation) than the randomly oriented 
Quartz grain scheme above. Cracks do initiate at the surface, mostly on 
the side part where the crack normal is parallel to the disc edge. How-
ever, the cracks do not open significantly. 

The above simulations were carried out under the assumption of 
homochirality, i.e. the Quartz crystals in the numerical rock were all 
right-handed. However, natural Quartz appears also in its enantiomor-
phic twin as a left-handed crystal. Moreover, the probability of finding 
left- and right-handed crystals in nature is 50%:50%.36 Nonetheless, this 
finding is not based on polycrystalline aggregates but on measurements 
of large single crystals, and there are imbalance processes that can break 
that symmetry.36 It should also be noted that if Quartz appears in such a 
racemic mixture of left- and right-handed crystals, the piezoelectric ef-
fect of the aggregate disappears since the piezoelectric constants for the 
left-handed crystal are the opposites of the right-handed ones.36 

Therefore, in order to have the weakest case of piezoelectric effect 
within the present setting, the effect of having 50%:50% mixture of left- 
and right-handed crystals along with the randomly rotated grains is 
tested as a final simulation. The same random Euler angles as tested 
above (Fig. 13) are applied here. The stresses, plotted at the crest of 61st 
cycle, are shown in Fig. 16. 

Fig. 16. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (effect of random grain alignment and 50%:50% mixture of left- and right-handed crystals): Stress 
component fields at the crest of 61st cycle. 

Fig. 17. Simulation results for AC piezoelectric actuation (effect Quartz grain c-axes aligned with global y-axis, right-handed crystals): Stress component fields at the 
crest of 61st cycle. 
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As attested in Fig. 16, the piezoelectric effect almost disappears 
except at the circular edge of the electric potential (voltage) boundary 
condition, where the first principal stress reaches 1 MPa. This is thus the 
weakest case with respect to the piezoelectric effect and, consequently, 
the worst scenario with respect to the HV-HF-AC pulsing of granite as a 
comminution pre-treatment technique. 

Finally, the last case to be tested is the one with the Quartz grains 
rotated +90◦ about global x-axis from the alignments they had in Sec-
tion 3.4 and in Fig. 4a. The results shown in Fig. 17 show that the stress 
components magnitude is about 1 MPa at the crest of the 61st cycle. For 
this case, some other frequency (than 125 kHz) could perhaps give 
higher stresses and lead to crack initiation. In any case, the reference 
case where crystal c-axis and a-axis are aligned, respectively, with the 
global z- and x-axes seems to show the strongest piezoelectric effect and 
is thus the best scenario in the comminution pre-treatment sense. 

4. Conclusions 

This work presented a numerical method based on embedded 
discontinuity finite elements for rock fracture and an explicit time 
stepping scheme to solve the coupled piezoelectro-mechanical problem 
governing the HV-HF-AC actuation of Quartz mineral granitic rock. This 
method was applied in novel numerical simulations on a disc- and 
cylinder-shaped numerical rock specimens (R = 30 mm, H = 10 mm for 
disc, and R = 12.5 mm, H = 50 mm for cylinder) consisting of Quartz, 
Feldspar and Biotite minerals. The simulations yield following 
conclusions:  

1. With DC piezoelectric excitation, the voltage required to induce 
cracks in granite specimen is ~500 kV. However, such a voltage is 
higher than the electric breakdown strength of the specimen 
making the HV-DC piezoelectric cracking of granite not feasible.  

2. With AC piezoelectric excitation, the voltage required to reach 
the tensile strength and thus induce cracks depend on many 
factors:  

i. Frequency of the AC loading: This is the most important 
factor. The frequency must be close to a resonance natural 
frequency of the rock specimen. In the present case, a voltage 
of 25 kV at a frequency of 125 kHz resulted in considerable 
cracking.  

ii. Quartz grain alignment and crystal class: The best scenario 
providing the strongest piezoelectric effect is the ideal (non- 
realistic) one where all the Quartz grains are right-handed 
(left-handed) and their c-axis is perfectly aligned to coincide 
with the global z-axis. The worst scenario exhibiting the 
weakest piezoelectric effect is probably the racemic 50%:50% 
mixture of left- and right-handed crystals with all grains 
randomly aligned. In the present case, this case resulted in a 

first principal stress of ~1 MPa. A case of rock with only right- 
handed crystals exhibiting a texture where grains are aligned 
so that the electrical a-axes have preferred orientation, but 
polar c-axes are randomly rotated in a plane, resulted 
cracking when the voltage was 25 kV (at 125 kHz of fre-
quency). Finally, when the rock has only single type of Quartz 
crystals, but the grains are randomly oriented, the piezo-
electric effect is weaker than in the perfectly aligned case. In 
the present case, the first principal stress was ~5 MPa and 
thus no cracking occurred. 

iii. Mineral composition ratio: Quartz content influences signif-
icantly the strength of the piezoelectric effect. The Quartz 
content of 33% gave the strongest effect at the frequency of 
125 kHz in the simulations. With altered Quartz contents (10 
and 50%), the cracking can, to some extent, be recovered by 
adjusting the frequency.  

iv. Electrode configuration and sample shape: When the ratio of the 
disc-shaped positive electrode radius to that of the sample was 
lowered (keeping the frequency unaltered), the piezoelectric 
actuation effect was weaker inducing less cracks. Smaller sample 
radius, while keeping the thickness fixed, changes the resonance 
frequency. In the present case, a sample of 20 mm radius cracked 
at frequencies of 200 kHz and 305 kHz with the amplitude 25 kV. 
A cylindrical rock sample with a radius of 12.5 mm and a height 
of 50 mm cracked considerably with the amplitude oh 15 kV at 
the frequency of 305 kHz, when the positive electrode was 
wrapped around the lateral surface of the sample. 

It can be concluded that the HV-HF-AC piezoelectric actuation of 
granite seems, at least theoretically, a feasible pre-treatment method in 
comminution. Even if the tensile strength of the rock is not reached but 
the stresses are considerable, say at least 25% of the tensile strength, 
fatigue type of damage37 can be induced in practically no time at 100 
kHz level of loading frequency. However, more research is required in 
this direction. Most importantly, the experimental validation is sorely 
needed. 
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Appendix A 

A body Ω ∈ R3 made of piezoelectric material is governed by following equations of mechanical and electro-static equilibrium (in tensor 
component form): 

ρüi − σij,j − f B
i = 0 (A1)  

Di,i − ϱ = 0 (A2)  

where σij, fB
i , ρ and üi are, respectively, the stress tensor, the body force, the density of the material and the acceleration. Moreover, Di is the electric 

displacement and ϱ is the electric charge. Constitutive equations for (linear elastic) piezoelectric material are 

σij = Cijklεkl − ekijEk (A3)  

Di = eiklεkl − εijEk (A4)  
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where Cijkl is the elasticity tensor, εkl is the mechanical strain tensor, ekij is the piezoelectric coupling tensor, Ek is the electric field, and εij is the 
dielectric constants tensor. Finally, the electric field is derived as the gradient, Ei = − φ,i, of the scalar electric potential φ. 

Appendix B 

The capability of a finite element model to predict the response of a solid subjected to forced vibration of extremely high frequency is considered 
here with a 5-element mesh shown in Fig. Bd. The element side length, 1 mm, is the same as used in the simulations in Section 3. The simulations here 
are performed for a linear elastic isotropic and homogeneous material. Homogenized averaged properties are as follows: Young’s modulus E = 85.4 
GPa; Poisson ratio ν = 0.218; density ρ = 2664 kg/m3. The amplitude of the sinusoidal loading at each top edge node is 1 N.

Fig. B. Simulation results of a 5-element model under high frequency forced vibration: Excitation frequency (ω = 2πf) f = fmax (a), f = fmax/10 (b), f = fmax/100, and 
the model (d). 

The simulation results with varying fractions of the maximum natural frequency of the model, fmax = 3.52 GHz, are shown in Fig. Ba-c. In the plots, 
Fext is the external load while Fintav is the average of the internal forces at the top nodes. If these forces are equal, the finite element prediction is 
acceptable in quasi-static case. In the present dynamic case, this is also approximately true since the inertia forces are small. The solution becomes 
increasingly inaccurate as the frequency of excitation approaches to the maximum natural frequency of the mesh. When the frequency of the excitation 
is the same as the maximum natural frequency of the mesh, the solution is totally wrong (Fig. Ba) while the case fmax/10 could be acceptable in the 
engineering point of view. 
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